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Abstract
Adequate coverage is one of the main problems for distributed wireless sensor
networks and The effectiveness of that highly depends on the sensor deployment
scheme. Given a finite number of sensors, optimizing the sensor deployment will
provide sufficient sensor coverage and save power of sensors for movement to target
location to adequate coverage. In this paper, we apply fuzzy logic system to optimize
the sensor placement after an initial random deployment. Based on Voronoi
diagrams and Fuzzy logic, we design two distributed algorithms for controlling the
movement of sensors. Simulation results show that our approaches maximiz the
sensor coverage.
Keywords: wireless sensor network (WSN), placement, robotic.

1. INTRODUCTION
WIRELESS sensor networks consist of certain amount of small and energy
constrained nodes
[1-3]. A typical wireless sensor network consists of thousands of
sensor nodes, deployed either randomly or according to some predefined statistical
distribution, over a geographic region of interest. A sensor node by itself has severe
resource constraints, such as low battery power, limited signal processing, limited
computation and communication capabilities, and a small amount of memory. However,
when a group of sensor nodes collaborate with each other, they can accomplish a much
bigger task efficiently. One of the primary advantages of deploying a wireless sensor
network is its low deployment cost and freedom from requiring a messy wired
communication backbone [1, 4].
For instance, a sensor network can be deployed in a remote island for monitoring
wildlife habitat and animal behavior [5, 6], or near the crater of a volcano to measure
temperature, pressure, and seismic activities. In many of these applications the
environment can be hostile where human intervention is not possible and hence, the
sensor nodes will be deployed randomly or sprinkled from air and will remain
unattended for months or years without any battery replacement. Therefore, energy
consumption or, in general, resource management is of critical importance to these
networks. Sensor deployment strategies play a very important role in providing better
QoS, which relates to the issue of how well each point in the sensing field is covered.
Three types of coverage have been defined by Gage [7]:
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• Blanket coverage: to achieve a static arrangement of sensor nodes which
maximizes the detection rate of targets appearing in the sensing field.
• Barrier coverage: to achieve a static arrangement of sensor nodes which
minimizes the probability of undetected penetration through the barrier.
• Sweep coverage: to move a number of sensor nodes across a sensing field, such
that it addresses a specified balance between maximizing the detection rate and
minimizing the number of missed detections per unit area.
We focus mainly on the sweep coverage, where the objective is to deploy sensor
nodes in strategic ways such that optimal area coverage is achieved according to the
needs of the underlying applications
2. RELATED WORK
Several deployment strategies have been studied for achieving an optimal sensor
network architecture which would minimize cost, provides high sensing coverage, be
resilient to random node failures, and so on. Random placement does not guarantee full
coverage because it is stochastic in nature, hence often resulting in accumulation of
nodes at certain areas in the sensing field but leaving other areas deprived of nodes.
Some of the deployment algorithms try to find new optimal sensor locations after an
initial random placement and move the sensors to those locations, achieving maximum
coverage (like our approach). These algorithms are applicable to only mobile sensor
networks. Research has also been conducted in mixed-sensor networks, where some of
the nodes are mobile and some are static and approaches are also proposed to detect
coverage holes after an initial deployment and to try to heal or eliminate those holes by
moving sensors. The strategy of sensor placement depends on the application of the
distributed sensor network (DNS). For example in [8] the focus is on the grid-based
placement and they apply the modified binary PSO algorithm for solving the problem.
Considering the existence of many networks with high velocity and computational
capabilities of these sensor networks, we can say that they have different applications
for example in aviation, military, medical, robot, air forecasting, security and anti
terrorism applications and also we can use them in very important infrastructures like
power plants ,environmental and natural resource monitoring, and military applications
like communication systems, commanding, reconnaissance patrols, looking –out etc
[9][1].
Zou and Chakrabarty [10] proposed an algorithm as a sensor deployment strategy to
enhance the coverage after an initial random placement of sensors. It is assumed that
sensors can move by “virtual force” with the force’s strength determined by node
distance. Cao, Wang, La Porta, and Zhang [11] considered the problem of moving some
sensors from their initial random placement in order to cover some areas which were not
covered by either the nature of randomness or some other effects such as wind. It is also
assumed that sensors can move after gathering some information from neighbors. The
algorithm proceeds in rounds. In each round, each sensor then subtracts its sensing area
from its Voronoi polygon, and moves in the direction of the largest uncovered piece of
area. The process repeats until no further improvement is possible. The approach
appears suitable when robots, equipped with sensors, are monitoring an area, which can
also be monitored by some static sensors. An alternative approach may be to use face
routing [12] to estimate the size of a hole, find its centroid, estimate the number of
sensors which should move toward the centroid, and provide the best possible
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information to sensors for their move. Wang, Cao, and La Porta [13] proposed a proxybased sensor deployment protocol. Instead of moving iteratively, sensors calculate their
target locations based on a distributive iterative protocol. Current proxy sensors
advertise the service of mobile sensors to their neighborhoods (up to certain parameter
distance), searching for a better coverage location. They collect bidding messages and
choose the highest bid. Then they delegate the bidder as the new proxy. Actual
movement only occurs when sensors determine their final locations. If the bidding
process is local, the sensor movement and the area-coverage gains may be restricted. If
the bidding process includes neighbors at several hops distance, the communication
overhead for bidding becomes significant. Bidding decisions are based on price
(number of logical movements made so far) and distance that the moving sensors are
physically supposed to move altogether. A procedure to prevent multiple healing is
described, which includes some message overhead. The bidding criterion does not
include lost area coverage for moving out of the current position. It is not certain
whether the described procedure is always loop-free and always converging. The
difference between sensing and transmission radii has a direct impact on message
complexity. [14] Proposed a scan-based movement-assisted sensor deployment method
(SMART) which uses scan and dimension exchange to achieve a balanced state. In
SMART, a given rectangular sensor field is first partitioned into a 2-D mesh through
clustering. Each cluster corresponds to a square region and has a cluster head which is
in charge of bookkeeping and communication with adjacent cluster heads. Clustering is
a widely used approach in sensor networks for its support for Design simplification. An
example is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig 1. Steps for SMART: (a) initial 2D mesh, (b) row scan and (c) column scan.

Another idea has been described in [15] for the purpose of providing location
service. If the network of static sensors is disconnected, then mobile sensors will send
one message to each connected component and search several perimeters. In [16] three
sensor relocation algorithms were proposed according to the mobility degree of sensor
nodes. The first one, PSOA, regards the sensors in the network as a swarm and
reorganizes the sensors by PSO, in the full sensor mobility case. The other two, relay
shift based algorithm (RSBA) and energy–efficient fuzzy optimization algorithm
(EFOA), assume relatively limited sensor mobility, i.e., the movement distance is
bounded by a threshold, and to further reduce energy consumption. In [17] for the
exposure estimation the whole network is thought to be a Voronoi diagram [18] based
network which is formed considering all the cluster head of the network as a single
point. The clustering algorithm used here is based on Delaunay triangulated sensor
nodes. The key idea of this clustering method is taken from the clustering method used
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for key frame-based video summarization technique [19]. Some recent work focus on
sensors with limited mobility, which is motivated by the DARPA project called
Intelligent Mobile Land Mine Units (IMLM) [20]. In IMLM, the mobility system is
based on a hopping mechanism. Chellapan et al. [21] studied a special hopping model in
which each sensor can flip (or flop) to a new location only once. In addition, the flip
distance is bounded. The deployment problem is then formulated as a minimum cost,
maximum-flow problem. In [22] and [23], they presented a resource-bounded
optimization framework for sensor resource management under the constraints of
sufficient grid coverage of the sensor field. In [24], they formulated the sensor
placement problem in terms of cost minimization under coverage constraints. In [25]
Node placement in heterogeneous WSN is formulated using a generalized node
placement optimization problem to minimize the network cost with lifetime constraint,
and connectivity. In [26] they formulated and solved the sensor placement problem for
efficient target localization in a sensor network. They developed a mathematical
framework for the localization of the missile using multiple sensors based on CramerRao Lower Bound (CRLB) analysis. In [27] they presented the practical problem of
optimally placing the multiple PTZ cameras to ensure maximum coverage of user
defined priority areas with optimum values of parameters like pan, tilt, zoom and the
locations of the cameras. Moreover in [28] a heuristic algorithm is proposed based on
Simulation Annealing Algorithm to solve this problem considering the coverage and
cost limitations. In [29] they have used the Distribution Estimation Algorithms named
LAEDA on sensor placement. In Learning Automata Estimation Distributed Algorithm
(LAEDA), the independency of genome variables is assumed. In these algorithms a
Learning Automata is used for each variable in genome. The number of actions of
Learning Automata equals to number of permitted values for the corresponding variable
of Learning Automata. For production of each genome sample, the Learning Automata
of each variable is asked to select its own suitable action; afterwards, they give a
corresponding value of selected action to the corresponding variable. Though, they can
calculate the probability of a genome’s production  = ( , … ,  ) based on equation
(1).
P(X = x) =

Grad





P(X = x ) =







Grad

(1)

Where , 1 ≤ j ≤ r , so
equals to probability of action of corresponding j to
value of x by ith Learning Automata. By applying Automata in each stage, a number of
N individual genomes are created, which is compatible with the number of population.
Then the new population of genomes is evaluated using Evaluation Function, and Se
genomes which are considered as the best genomes are chosen from this population.
After applying some mechanisms which are dependent on Learning Automata
Environment Model, a reinforcement signal vector is created and we apply the Learning
process in each Learning Automata. Having accomplished the learning process, a new
generation is produced and the above stages will be continued until a terminal condition
is satisfied. Another model of probability distribution estimation algorithms is
Population Based Incremental Learning [30] that is a technique which combines aspects
of Genetic Algorithms and simple competitive learning. Like the GA, PBIL represents
the solution set as a population set of solution vectors. In general, each solution vector
in the population set, called an individual, is a possible solution of the problem. The
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population is produced randomly according to the probabilities specified in the
probability vector. The population is evaluated and the knowledge about composing of
the best individual in the population is acquired and then the probability vector is
updated by pushing it towards generating good individuals in the population. After the
probability vector being updated, a new generation population is produced according to
the updated probability vector, and the cycle is continued until the termination condition
is satisfied.
The rest of this article is organized as following. Section 3 is about fuzzy logic
system. Section 4 details the proposed algorithms for distributed sensor placement
problem. Simulations are presented in Section 5 and section 6 concludes this article
through a summary.
3. OVERVIEW OF FUZZY LOGIC SYSTEM
Fig. 2 shows the structure of a rule-based type-1 FLS [31]. It contains four
components: fuzzifier, rules, inference engine and defuzzifier. When an input is applied
to a FLS, the inference engine computes the output set corresponding to each rule. The
defuzzifer then computes a crisp output from these rule output sets. Rules are the heart
of a FLS and may be provided by experts or can be extracted from numerical data. In
either case, the rules that we are interested in can expressed as a collection of IF-THEN
statements, e.g. [32]. The IF-part of a rule is its antecedent and the THEN-part of a rule
is its consequent. The process of making a crisp input fuzzy is called fuzzification. The
most widely used fuzzification is the singleton fuzzification. All fuzziness for a
particular fuzzy set is essentially characterized by the membership functions (MFs). The
shapes used to describe the fuzziness have very few restrictions but with the help of
mathematical structure, some standard terms related to the shape of MFs have been
developed over the years [33]. The most common forms of MFs are those that are
normal and convex. Consider a type-1 FLS having p inputs and one output. Let us
l
l
l
suppose that it has M rules, there the lth rule has the form: R :IF x1 is F1 and x 2 is F2
and … and

xp

is

Fpl

l
THEN y is G .l=1,…,M

x ′ = {x1′ ,..., x ′p }
Assuming singleton fuzzification is used, when an input
is applied, the degree of firing corresponding to the lth rule is computed as
µ l ( x1′ ) * µ l ( x2′ ) * ... * µ l ( x ′p ) = Γip=µ l ( xi′ ) (2)
F1

F2

Fp

Fi

Where * and Γ both indicate the chosen t-norm. The last but not the least process in
a FLS is called defuzzification. Defuzzification is the conversion of fuzzy output sets to
crisp output sets. There are many defuzzification methods including maximum, meanof-maxima, centroid, center-of-sums, height, modified height and center-of-sets.
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Fig 2. The structure of a fuzzy logic system

4. Suggested algorithms
4.1 FReD (Fuzzy based ReDeployment)

We apply FLS to the distributed sensor deployment problem and each sensor makes
fully distributed decision on its movement based on FLS. Our algorithm begins with
random deployment. Assume a two-dimensional sensor field is the target area of
surveillance. In the initial condition, a given number of sensors are randomly deployed
such as airdropping. Because of the randomness in initial deployment, very likely the
sensor field will not be fully covered. Our algorithm then intends to re-deploy the
sensors such that gains maximum field coverage. An ideal sensor deployment will have
uniform distribution for better coverage. Sensor nodes are scattered in a sensing field
with varying node densities. Each node has a sensing radius within which can sense
data, and a communication radius within which can communicate with another node.
One important criterion for being able to deploy an efficient sensor network is to find
optimal decision. But in random deployment, coverage uniformity is hardly to achieve
initially. In FReD-approach (Fuzzy based ReDeployment), each sensor calculates its
voronoi and COVERAGE-FACTOR (the intersection of the polygon (VORONOI) and
the sensing circle for sensor.) based on its voronoi as its PRE-STATE (under Fig.3).
Then calculates ST-FACTOR (under Formula. 3) as its PRE-ST-FACTOR and target
location based on Moving toward center of triangle resulting from current sensor and
two neighbors of farthest Voronoi vertex. After that each sensor based on new locations
calculates COVERAGE-FACTOR based on its voronoi as its NEXT-STATE, and STFACTOR as its NEXT-ST-FACTOR. Each sensor based on consequent of Table.1, if
consequent is MOVE, with the probability of mentioned proceeds to moving to target
location.
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Fig 3. State membership function.

Each sensor based on its neighbors information and using the ST-factor
ST factor and Table .1
decides whether to movement or not, where β is for tuning of ST-factor.
factor.
ST − factor= (

G _ N _ C + ((NB_ N _ C) / β )
)
B_ N _C

(3)

G_N_C : Number of neighbors in GOOD state
NB_N_C : Number of neighbors in NOT - BAD state
B_N_C : Number of neighbors in BAD state

Table 1.
1 Fuzzy rules for Movement or Not and consequent
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 K ∝ 1# Neighbors

∆S
−
 ∆S ∝ Difference between
K
> R
e
 NEXT - STATE & PRI - STATE
 R ∝ random number in [0 - 1]

4.2 FSPNS (FUZZY SENSOR PLACEMENT BASED ON NEIGHBORS S TATE)
FSPNS uses 3+9 fuzzy rules under Table 2. The input parameters of the fuzzy logic
are the linguistic variables of state of sensor and ST-FACTOR value for current sensor
and density of neighbors and average distance from neighbors and the output is type of
policy for move. The 3 rules are for reaching to the next 9 rules under Table 2.
Table 2. Fuzzy rules for type of Policy and consequent

State of sensor
Bad

NOT-Bad

Good

ST-FACTOR

Move

ANY

Average
Density of Distance
Policy
Neighbors from
Neighbors

ANY
except
( >1 )

LOW
HIGH
LOW
HIGH
Low
High
M
M
M

<1

FAR
FAR
NEAR
NEAR
M
M
Far
Near
M

P1
P2
P3
P2
P3
P1
P2
P2
P1

Fig 5. Density of neighbors membership
function.

Fig 4. State membership function.

Fig 6. Average distance membership function
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Some of the deployment algorithms try to find new sensor locations after an initial
random placement and move the sensors to those locations, achieving maximum
coverage or good coverage (like our approach). Those algorithms are applicable to only
mobile sensor networks. Research has also been conducted in mixed-sensor networks,
where some of nodes are mobile and some are static; and approaches are also proposed
to detect coverage holes after an initial deployment and to try to heal or eliminate those
holes by moving sensors. Our algorithm begins with random deployment. Assume a
two-dimensional sensor field is the target area of surveillance. In the initial condition, a
given number of sensors are randomly deployed such as airdropping. Because of the
randomness in initial deployment, very likely the sensor field will not be fully covered.
Our algorithm then intends to re-deploy the sensors such that gains good coverage. Each
sensor node has a sensing radius within which can sense data, and a communication
radius within which can communicate with another node. In FSPNS (Fuzzy Sensor
placement based on neighbors state), each sensor calculates its voronoi and
COVERAGE-FACTOR (the intersection of the polygon (VORONOI) and the sensing
circle for sensor) based on its voronoi as its STATE (under Fig. 4). In Fig. 4, we use (i,
j) that are thresholds between area of bad and not-bad and between not-bad and good.
Then Each sensor based on neighbors information STATE, calculate ST-FACTOR and
using Table 2 decide about Movement Or Not and if consequent is MOVE then based
on neighbors density (under Fig. 5) and average distance from neighbors (under Fig. 6)
and using Table 2 decide about type of policy for finding target location. As Fig. 5
shows, we use two thresholds ( α1 , α 2 ). α1 is used between Low and M and α 2 is used
between M and High. As Fig.6 shows, we use two thresholds ( β 1 , β 2 ). β 1 is used
between Near and M and β 2 is used between M and Far. (Bad, NOT-Bad, Good) and
(Low, M, High) and (Near, M, Far) are linguistic variables to map the input fuzzy
variable to the output variable. For example if State of sensor is Good and ST-FACTOR
is less than one then sensor decide to move. Then if the Density of Neighbors is HIGH
and the Average Distance from Neighbors is NEAR then the type of policy is P2. Each
sensor using the ST-factor, its state and Table 1 decides whether to movement or not,
where β is for tuning of ST-factor.
• A: Number of neighbors that are in GOOD state.
• B: Number of neighbors that are in NOT-BAD state.
• C: Number of neighbors that are in BAD state.
Policies:
•
•

P1: Moving toward farthest Voronoi vertex.
P2: Moving toward center of triangle resulting from current sensor and two
neighbors of farthest Voronoi vertex.
n

n

∑ ∑y
xi

•

P3: Moving toward (

i =1

,

i =1

i

) such that n is number of neighbors and (x, y)
n
is coordinate of points of between current sensor and neighbors.
Policy of P1 in our work is used when the Average Distance from Neighbors is Far
or M. Policy of P2 in our work is used when the Average Distance from Neighbors is
Far or Near. Policy of P3 in our work is used when the Density of Neighbors is Low.
In this article, we do not consider Position-Clustering [9].But we have an idea for
deal with Position-Clustering. In this case (as Fig. 7 shows), sensors located inside the
n
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clusters cannot move for several rounds, since their Voronoi polygons are well covered
initially. The algorithm in [9] “explodes” the cluster to scatter the sensors apart. Our
idea is simple. Here we use an example. As you can see in Fig. 8, the sensors can before
running FSPNS-approach check two parameters of Density of Neighbors (DN) and
Average Distance (AD) and after detecting that are in center of Cluster use formulas (4
to 8) for calculating new locations of neighbors for temporary solving of cluster
problem in that area .

Fig 7. A Cluster problem

Fig 8. An example for solving Cluster problem

m = (Ye − Yl ) /( X e − X l )

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

)

α = arctan(m )
q = 2r − ( d + f )
)
X p = X e + q cos(α )
)
Y p = Ye + q sin(α )

d is current distance between two sensors and q is the final distance and f is for
tuning the formula.” The sensor that are in center of Cluster” means DN is greater than
a DN-threshold and AD is less that an AD-threshold. The sensor that are in center of
Cluster after calculating new locations of neighbors sends a one hop packet (that are
any-cast) that are containing new locations for some neighbors . We say some
neighbors that are needed for movement to removing cluster or exploding of that. Note
that our algorithm in this article does not consider Cluster problem but we offer our idea
and in our other works (next article) we extend this problem and extend our idea for
solving this problem.
5. Simulation Results
5.1 FReD

We investigate various number of sensors deployed in a field of 200 × 200 m × m
area. We distribute seven different numbers of sensors, ranging from 20 to 80, in
increments of 10 sensors. The initial deployment follows the random distribution .To
evaluate under different parameter settings, we run 10 experiments based on different
initial distribution and calculate the average results and set β to 2. Evaluation of our
scheme follows two criteria: mean coverage, and mean travel distance. We compare the
performance of our algorithm With VEC-algorithm [9], at 40 m sensing range (Rs = 40
m) and 80 m communication range (Rc = 80 m).Sensing range means the circle with
radius of Rs that sensors can sense .Communication range means the circle with radius
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of Rc that sensors can communicate with each other (send and receive ). Fig.9 shows
the coverage of the initial random deployment, the coverage after VEC and the coverage
after using FReD. We ran three iterations for all three schemes. After FReD was used,
the coverage reached approximate 93%. Fig.9 shows that after three iterations, coverage
is always above 93% and with the number of sensors between 40 and 60 the coverage
reaches to 100%. The key point behind of FReD is that algorithm tries to movement of
sensors as in layers and outer layers are maximum movement and inner layers try to
minimum movement or not. Fig.10 shows different numbers of sensors that the
coverage increases vastly within the first 3 to 4 iterations. After that coverage
approaches stable for all different number of sensors. Fig.11 shows Average movement
(distance) against number of sensors deployed (after variable Iterations), which is
decreasing by increasing iterations and sensors, because fuzzy rules are used to deciding
about movement and sensors move when their states will be better than before.

Coverage/100

Coverage/100

1
0.95
0.9
0.85

Random

0.8

VEC

0.75

FRD

0.7
20

30

40

50

60

70

1
0.98
0.96
0.94
0.92
0.9
0.88

#sensors=30
#sensors=40
#sensors=50
#sensors=60
1

80

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Iterations

# of Sensors

Fig 10. Coverage vs. Iteration

Average Movement

Fig 9. Coverage vs. number of sensors
deployed (after three Iterations)

#sens ors =30

6

#sens ors =40

5

#sens ors =50

4

#sens ors =60

3
2
1
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Iterations

Fig 11. Average movement vs. number of sensors deployed (after variable Iterations)

5.2 FSPNS

We investigate various number of sensors deployed in a field of 300 × 300 m × m
area. We distribute eight different numbers of sensors, ranging from 25 to 60, in
increments of 5 sensors. The initial deployment follows the random distribution .To
evaluate our algorithm, we set β to 2. We simulate our algorithm at 50 m sensing range
(Rs = 50 m) and 100 m communication range (Rc = 100 m).Sensing range means the
circle with radius of Rs that sensors can sense .Communication range means the circle
with radius of Rc that sensors can communicate with each other (send and receive).
(α 2 − α1) is equal to 7 and ( β 2 − β 1) is 8m. Fig. 12 shows the coverage of the initial random
deployment and the coverage after using FSPNS. Fig. 12 shows that after three
iterations, with the number of sensors between 25 and 60 the coverage reaches to 100%.
Random placement does not guarantee full coverage because it is stochastic in nature,
hence often resulting in accumulation of nodes at certain areas in the sensing field but
leaving other areas deprived of nodes. Fig. 13 shows different number of sensors that
cover network area duration of one to sex iterations. The coverage increases vastly
within the first 3 to 5 iterations. After that coverage approaches stable for different
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number of sensors. Fig. 14 shows coverage against parameter of (j-i). As you see, by
increasing the parameter, coverage increase too, and reach to 100%. The parameter is
difference thresholds between areas of bad and not-bad and between not-bad and good.
1
Coverage / 100

1
Coverage / 100

R-SP
FSPNS-SP

#sensors=30
#sensors=40
#sensors=50
#sensors=60

0.5

0
25

30

35

40

45

50

55

1

60

2
3
Iterations

# Of sensors

Fig 12. Coverage vs. number of sensors
1

4

5

6

Fig 13. Coverage vs. Iteration

FSPNS#30

Coverage / 100

FSPNS#40
FSPNS#50
FSPNS#60

0.6
0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5
( j-i )

0.6

Uper
than- 0.6

Fig 14. Coverage vs. (j-i)

6. Conclusion and Future Works
In this paper, our algorithms after random deployment of sensors at the beginning of
network setup start to redeployment of sensors to increase the coverage on the sensor
field. FSPNS after deciding for movement uses one of three policies depend on fuzzy
rules based on neighbors density and average distance from them. FSPNS is simple and
simulation shows coverage enhancement related to random coverage. FReD uses
neighbor's information about location and state to decide on movement. Since sensor
placement in the Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is important, we should find better
intelligent algorithms which use less energy which is very important.
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